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ABSTRACT
Improved film cooling hole geometries and effect of coolant density on film cooling have been a focus since the 1970s. One of the first studies on
modifying hole exit to improve film cooling effectiveness and quantifying coolant density effect was from Prof. Goldstein’s group. This paper provides
an overview of the development and implementation of hole exit geometries as well as coolant density study over the past few decades and the impact
on future studies of advanced hole geometries under realistic engine-like coolant-to-mainstream density ratio conditions. This work is not intended to
be a comprehensive review of the literature.
Keywords: Film cooling, Hole geometry effect, Density ratio effect.

1.

FUNDAMENTALS OF FILM COOLING

“Film Cooling is the introduction of a secondary fluid (coolant or injected
fluid) at one or more discrete locations along a surface exposed to a high
temperature environment to protect that surface not only in the
immediate region of injection but also in the downstream region”
(Goldstein, 1971).
Turbine airfoil surfaces, shrouds, blade tips and endwalls are all
cooled using discrete hole film cooling. A typical cooled airfoil is shown
in Fig. 1. The figure shows the various locations where coolant is injected
into the mainstream from inside the airfoil through discrete holes. Film
cooling protects the airfoil surface directly compared to internal cooling
techniques that remove heat from the inside surface. Film cooling also
removes heat from blade surface through the film hole by internal
convection. The thermal protection is expected to provide reduced heat
load to the airfoil surface. Designers need to know the net heat load into
the component surface when film is injected. Due to complex nature of
discrete hole injection, there is a need to know the local wall temperature
(Tw) under the film and the gas side heat transfer coefficient with film
injection. Both these components are required to estimate reduced heat
load to the surface.
Figure 2 shows the film injection geometry and heat transfer model
associated with it. Typically, the heat load to surface without film cooling
is represented as heat flux.

(

q0′′ = h0 Tg − Tw

)

Fig. 1 Typical cooled airfoil (Hyams et al., 1996).

(1)

where h0 is the heat transfer coefficient on the surface with wall
temperature Tw and oncoming gas temperature (Tg). When film is
injected on the surface, the driving temperature is Tf, film temperature,
which is a mixture of gas (Tg) and coolant temperature (Tc).

q′′ = h(T f − Tw )

(2)

___________________________________

Fig. 2 Schematic of film cooling concept.
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Fig. 4 Geometry of injection section: (a) shaped injection channels, (b)
long cylindrical injection channels, (c) cylindrical injection
channels through a thin wall (Eckert et al., 1970).

(b)
Fig. 3 Computed temperature distributions of injection through angled
holes (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994).
where h is the heat transfer coefficient on the surface with film injection.
Also, a new term film effectiveness (η) is introduced, where η = (Tg Tf)/(Tg - Tc). To obtain any benefit from film cooling, the heat load ratio,
q"/ q0", should be below 1.0.
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Film cooled airfoils have leading edge film cooling holes called
showerhead and downstream pressure and suction surface film cooling.
The showerhead cooling has several film hole rows near the stagnation
point on the blade leading edge. Pressure and suction surface cooling is
achieved by single or multiple rows of injection holes at several
locations. Fig. 1 is a schematic to show some of the important parameters
affecting airfoil film cooling. The oncoming mainstream flow, blade
wakes, rotation, secondary flow effects on endwalls, and tip flows are
important external effects. The film hole geometry and configuration and
coolant mass flow through the holes also affect film-cooling
performance.
In general, heat transfer coefficients increase with coolant injection
through cooling holes, however, the surface protection by film coolant
should be greater than the penalty by the enhanced heat transfer
coefficients. Therefore, the heat load ratio, Eq. (3), must be less than one
for good film cooling designs.
Figure 3 shows computed temperature distributions downstream of
injection through an angled hole (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994). The
temperature distributions clearly show the counter-rotating vortex
structure and kidney-shaped cross-section of the coolant jet. Two
coolant-to-mainstream blowing rates of 0.5 and 2.0 are shown. At low
blowing rate of 0.5, the jet velocity is lower than the mainstream flow.

Fig. 5 Comparing diffuser hole performance with cylindrical hole
(Eckert et al., 1970).
The stronger mainstream forces the jet down toward the surface.
However for a blowing rate of 2.0, the jet-mainstream interaction region
is larger. The jet appears to lift-off farther from the surface. Also, more
mainstream flow appears to entrain underneath the jet. Studies in
redefining hole geometries have focused on this high lift-off effect for
cylindrical hole exits at higher blowing ratios. Modifying the jet
penetration into the mainstream has been the focus in improving the jet
cooling effectiveness.
For better performance, cooling holes with compound angles,
diffuser shaped expansions, and holes in slots are used. Increase in lateral
momentum in compound angle holes, decrease in axial velocity in the
shaped holes and reduced jet momentum and 2-D jet coverage in slots
lead to an increase in cooling efficiency. This jet spreading provides a
better lateral coverage thus a higher laterally averaged cooling efficiency
is obtained.
There have been many film cooling studies in open literature, for
example, Kercher (1998), documented more than a thousand paper’s
titles, Han et al. (2012) reviewed several hundreds of papers in their
book’s chapter 3. The present review paper focuses only on advanced
film-hole geometry and coolant density effect on film cooling.
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conditions are such that the jet can separate from the surface, the
momentum flux ratio cited above can also be of importance.
Goldstein et al. (1974) indicated that the passageway for the
secondary fluid might be designed to produce a Coanda effect at the exit
so that injected fluid would follow the surface rather than penetrate into
the free stream. They studied three geometries, one with a “shaped” exit,
the other with a long tube supplying the hole exit to compare with the
baseline short cylindrical hole. Fig. 4 shows the three geometries studied.
Their experiments indicated the improvement of three-dimensional
film cooling which can be obtained with shaped channels for the
secondary flow. The use of a passage with an initially round cross section
widened to each side by an angle of about 10 degrees significant1y
increased the film cooling effectiveness immediately downstream of
either a single hole or a hole in a row of holes. In addition, the shaped
hole appreciably increased the spreading of the secondary flow so that
the film cooling effectiveness at positions laterally displaced from the
centerline of a hole is also much greater than that found downstream of
a cylindrical hole. One explanation of the increased effectiveness with
shaped holes is that the mean velocity of the secondary flow is decreased
with the larger exit area. This lower effective blowing rate causes the jet
to stay closer to the wall rather than penetrating into the mainstream and
accounts for the higher-film cooling effectiveness, particularly at high
blowing rates.
Figure 5 summarizes the essential effect of exit hole shaping on
centerline film effectiveness at two distances downstream of the holes
(Eckert et al., 1970). The significant decline in film cooling effectiveness
with increased blowing through cylindrical secondary flow channels has
been attributed to the penetration of the secondary fluid jets into the
mainstream away from the adiabatic surface. Up to the blowing rate that
produces separation from the wall (0.4-0.6), the two geometries give very
similar results. For high blowing rates, the shaped hole geometry shows
increasing effectiveness and flattens out.

Fig. 6 Illustration of the geometry of trapezoidal holes as studied by
Makki and Jakubowski (1986).

2.2 Early Work (1980s)
Haller and Camus (1984) performed aerodynamic loss measurements on
a two-dimensional transonic cascade with holes that had a spanwise flare
angle of 25 deg and found significant improvements in film-cooling
effectiveness without any additional loss penalty. Papell (1984)
experimentally studied a novel cusp shape hole exit fand found that
shaping the hole with a cusp (similar in appearance to a kidney bean)
induced strong longitudinal vortex structures within the film hole. With
the aid of flow visualizations, he summarized that creating these vortical
structures enabled the crossflow to use its energy to force the jet down to
the surface, rather than itself creating the counter-rotating vortices.
Further, he placed the cusp on the leeward side (TE) to force the film hole
secondary flow to rotate in a direction opposite of that traditionally
observed in cylindrical film holes. Makki and Jakubowski (1986) studied
trapezoidal exit holes and found that forward-and-laterally positioned
film holes provided lower heat transfer coefficients and higher film
cooling effectiveness when compared to round holes leading overall heat
flux reduction to the test surface as shown in Fig. 6. Their conclusion was
based on comparison of the cooling performance for forward-andlaterally expended holes with circular film hole geometries using a 35°
inclination angle and a pitch to diameter ratio of 3. Note that more studies
exist and only a handful could be provided as pertinent examples.

Fig. 7 Illustration of the hole configurations studied by Sen et al.
(1996) and Schmidt et al. (1996).

2.

FILM COOLING HOLE GEOMETRY
DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Early Work (1970s)
Eckert et al. (1970) studied injection through circular tube shooting into
a cross mainstream. They indicated that for the same flow of
secondary fluid, considerably less cooling or protection is obtained
with discrete holes than with injection through a continuous slot. This
less efficient performance is apparently due to the penetration of the
jets from the individual holes into the free stream, permitting the hot
free stream gases to flow under the secondary fluid close to the surface
to be protected. They suggested that the trajectory of a three-dimensional
jet entering a cross-stream is primarily determined by the momentum
flux (or dynamic head) ratio of the two fluids, namely (ρU2)c/(ρU2)∞.
This may be contrasted to two-dimensional film cooling in which the data
can often be correlated using the blowing parameter (mass flux ratio),
(ρU)c/(ρU)∞. The last mentioned parameter is indicative of the enthalpy
deficit of the entering secondary fluid and would be expected to play a
role in predicting film cooling effectiveness. However, when flow

2.3 Work in 1990s
Sen et al. (1996) and Schmidt et al. (1996) studied the effect of
compound-angle film-cooling on heat-transfer coefficients and film
effectiveness. They studied three different hole geometries and measured
heat-transfer coefficient enhancement and film effectiveness over a
surface without film cooling. Compound-angle holes are holes that are
inclined along the mainstream direction with an additional angle of
inclination in the lateral or span-wise direction. Fig. 7
3
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9 Hole configuration studied by Gritsch et al. (1998b).
mixing of jets with the mainstream. However, the ratio decreases with
increased forward-expansion hole at large I. The ratio values for the
round hole, CA = 60, continually increase with increasing I. Fig. 8(b)
compared the spatially averaged film effectiveness for the three
geometries against the momentum flux ratio (I). The results are shown at
two hole-to-hole, pitch-to-diameter (P/D) ratios of 3.0 and 6.0. Again, it
is evident that hole geometry does not provide significant effect at low
momentum flux ratio (or blowing ratio). But with compound-angle hole
injection (CA = 60°), the film effectiveness is significantly improved at
higher momentum flux ratios. With forward expanded exits and CA =
60°, film effectiveness improves further at higher I values. The effect is
reduced for the larger P/D ratio of 6.0. Overall effectiveness values are
also lower for each case with an increased P/D ratio.
Thole et al. (1998) showed that jet penetration as well as local
velocity gradient in the coolant-mainstream mixing region was
significantly reduced for holes with expanded exits as compared to a
cylindrical hole at the same blowing rate. Gritsch et al. (1998b)
investigated the same hole geometries as that of Thole et al. (1998) that
included a cylindrical hole and compared with a fan-shaped diffuser hole
and a laid-back fan shaped diffuser hole. Fig. 9 presents the three
geometries studied by Thole et al. (1998) and Gritsch et al. (1998b). The
diameter of the cylindrical hole and the diameter of the cylindrical inlet
section of the expanded holes was 10 mm. The blowing ratio calculation
was based on this inlet area for all three holes. The length-to-diameter
ratio (L/D) was 6 for all hole geometries. The lateral expansion angle of
both expanded holes was 14 deg, resulting in a hole width of 30 mm at
the hole exit. The forward expansion angle of the laid-back fan-shaped
hole was 15 deg, resulting in a hole length of 40 mm at the hole exit. The
exit-to-entry area ratio of the fan-shaped and laid-back fan-shaped hole
were 3.0 and 3.1, respectively (areas perpendicular to hole axis).
They indicated that, for the simple cylindrical hole, the film
effectiveness decreases significantly with increasing blowing ratio. The
jets penetrate the mainstream with increasing blowing ratio, resulting in
lower film effectiveness. The distribution clearly shows jet separation at
a higher blowing ratio. For the fan-shaped hole, the film effectiveness is
not as significantly reduced with increasing blowing ratio. The jets
spread better over a greater spanwise area due to the flared exit. However,
at higher blowing ratio, the effect of jet separation is still evident just
downstream of injection. For the laidback fan-shaped hole, the local film
effectiveness downstream of the film hole is lower than that for the fanshaped hole. However, the jet spreads more in the spanwise direction,
providing higher film effectiveness laterally. Gritsch et al. (1998b) also
presented the heat transfer coefficients for the same holes. They indicated
that heat transfer coefficients for fan shaped holes were much lower due
to increased cross-sectional area of the hole exits. The reduced
momentum produces lower jet penetration and mixing thus reduced local
turbulent production. Gritsch et al. (1998a) presented discharge
coefficients for the holes studied in Gritsch et al. (1998a and 1998b).
Laidback fan shaped and fan shaped holes produced similar discharge
coefficients which were typically higher than for cylindrical holes
especially for lower pressure ratios between coolant total pressure and
mainstream pressure.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8 Variation of spatially averaged: (a) heat transfer coefficient
ratios, (b) film cooling effectiveness for configurations studied
by Sen et al. (1996) and Schmidt et al. (1996).
illustrates the three-hole geometries studied by Sen et al. (1996). The first
case was a round of holes and called the simple-angle hole, where the
holes are inclined only along the mainstream, with no lateral angle. The
second case was a compound angle hole that had an additional angle of
60° away from the mainstream in the lateral direction. The third case was
the shaped hole with the 15° forward expansion and the 60° compound
angle. As shown in the figure, these holes had the diffusing exit inclined
further along the hole exit, at 15°.
Figure 8(a) presents the variation of spatially averaged heat-transfer
coefficient with increasing momentum flux ratio (I). The heat-transfer
coefficient ratio increases with increasing I for the round hole (CA = 0)
and the round hole (CA = 60). The heat-transfer coefficient ratio is very
high for the forward expansion hole. This may be due to increased lateral
4
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(a) REF

(a) REF

(b) FDIFF

(b) FDIFF

(c) LDIFF
(c) LDIFF

(d) ISHAP

(d) ISHAP
(e) CUSP
Fig. 11 Comparison of temperature footprints from the five geometries
in Figure 9 (Hyams and Leylek, 2000).
diffused film hole provides the best coverage and highest effectiveness.
The forward diffused film hole performs well along the centerline, but
does not spread laterally. The cylindrical and inlet-shaped film holes
perform poorly at both blowing ratios; the coolant lifts off from the test
surface in these cases. Fig. 11 shows the computed temperature
distributions for all five cases indicating the jet spreading and coverage.
Sargison et al. (2001a and 2001b) presented experimental
measurements of the performance of a new film cooling-hole geometry
– the Converging Slot-Hole or Console as shown in Fig. 12. This novel,
patented geometry has been designed to improve the heat transfer and
aerodynamic loss performance of turbine vane and rotor blade cooling
systems. The laterally averaged adiabatic effectiveness results
demonstrated that the console cooling effectiveness approached that of
the slot, as does the fan shaped-hole effectiveness. The console laterally
averaged heat transfer coefficient was similar to the slot, and higher than
the cylindrical and fan shaped-hole results. The slot and console does not
significantly change the boundary layer flow compared with the case of
no film cooling, and hence the heat transfer coefficient is similar. The
aerodynamic performance of the console was also investigated, and it
was shown that the aerodynamic loss due to a console is significantly less
than for fan shaped or cylindrical film cooling-holes.
Teng et al. (2001a and 2001b) reported the effect of unsteady wake
on gill-hole film cooling with shaped holes. Results showed the film
cooling effectiveness for laidback fan-shaped hole increases but heat
transfer coefficients decreases as compared with the cylindrical holes.
Saumweber and Schulz (2003) investigated the effect of elevated free-

(e) CUSP
Fig. 10 Schematic of the five hole geometries studied by Hyams and
Leylek (2000).
Kohli and Thole (1997) studied the effect of coolant entrance
condition for both cylindrical and diffuser shaped holes computationally.
The coolant channel orientation played a major role in the effectiveness
distributions on the test surface, based on their results. Hyams et al.
(1996) studied the effects of slot jet shaping on the heat transfer
downstream of a slot jet. It was found that shaping of the slot inlet and
exit provided significant gains in the film cooling performance.

2.4 2000-2014
Hyams and Leylek (2000) computationally studied five distinct film
cooling configurations in Fig. 10: (a) cylindrical film hole (reference
case), (b) forward-diffused film hole, (c) laterally diffused film hole, (d)
inlet shaped film hole, and (e) cusp-shaped film hole. Fig. 11 shows the
five basic film hole shapes investigated in this work. The configurations
were: (a) cylindrical (REF), (b) forward diffused (FDIFF), (c) laterally
diffused (LDIFF), (d) inlet shaped (ISHAP), and (e) cusp shaped
(CUSP). The fifth hole indicated as CUSP is the same geometry proposed
by Papell (1984) in the 1980s. They found that the laterally
5
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film parametric effects and physics is relatively sparse, however, the
acceptance of shaped film technology is based largely on the foundation
of round film-hole data. The benefits of shaped-hole film cooling are real
and substantial, so much so that these types of film holes are used
whenever possible in the practice of cooling gas turbines. No single
shaping of film hole stands out as an optimal geometry, as long as the
general guidelines of diffusion angles and sufficient depth/length of
transition are followed. As manufacturing methods progress further,
additional unconventional shapes of film holes will become viable,
possibly leading to even higher performance and the ability to cool
components with less air.” Bunker (2009) reviewed thirty discrete hole
film cooling geometries and provided eight key factors to judge the
potential performance for each film hole geometry including adiabatic
effectiveness, manufacturing cost, repair, geometry sensitivity, flow
sensitivity, operational tolerance, and strength/durability. Bogard and
Thole (2006) provided a review of the literature including effects of freestream turbulence, blowing ratio, coolant-to-mainstream density ratio,
surface curvature, and hole shape on the performance of film cooling.
Saumweber and Schulz (2008a) studied the effects of free-stream
Mach number and free-stream turbulence, including turbulence intensity,
integral length scale, and periodic unsteady wake flow on a row of
cylindrical and shaped film holes. The results clearly show that the
performance gain with fan-shaped holes as compared to cylindrical holes
is clearly overestimated at low laboratory type conditions. Saumweber
and Schulz (2008b) studied the effect of coolant flow direction prior to
entrance into the film hole for both cylindrical and shaped holes. With a
coolant supply channel orientation perpendicular to the cooling hole axis,
they found that the counter rotating vortex pair inside the hole - typically
found for plenum conditions at the inlet - is suppressed. Instead, they saw
a single helical motion that is induced inside the cylindrical part of the
hole. The resulting flow effects downstream of the ejection location were
very different for cylindrical and fan-shaped holes. Saumweber and
Schulz (2008c) studied the effect of the expansion angle of the diffuser,
the inclination angle of the hole, and the length of the cylindrical part at
the hole entrance on cooling performance of diffuser holes. They
indicated that a combination of parameters affect overall cooling
performance and different situations requires different hole geometries.
Gao et al. (2008) and Gao and Han (2009) compared the effects of
axial shaped hole and compound angled shaped hole on suction side and
pressure side film cooling distributions by using pressure sensitive paint
technique. The compound angled shaped hole provides higher film
effectiveness than the axial angled shaped hole as shown in Fig. 13. The
film traces were converged toward the suction side mid-span region, with
no film effectiveness found near 25% of hub and 25% of tip, respectively.
Note that the rotation effect is not considered in these papers. Gao and
Han (2009) reported the influence of hole shape and angle on showerhead
film cooling effectiveness by using pressure sensitive paint technique.
Results showed the radial angle shaped hole.
Lu et al. (2005) investigated the film cooling performance for a row
of cylindrical holes by embedding the row in transverse slots. Transverse
slots could be formed around the holes in the event that the blade surface
is sprayed with TBC leaving the holes embedded in trenches. These
trenches could be 2-D slots or 3-D craters depending on the type of
masking used during the TBC spray process. The geometry of the
transverse slot greatly affected the cooling performance downstream of
injection. They investigated the effect of the slot exit area and edge
shape. They indicated that embedding the holes in a slot reduced the jet
momentum at exit and also spread the jets and provided two-dimensional
slot jet coverage compared to the three-dimensional nature of individual
jets. The wider spread of jets provided a better over film effectiveness
with slight increases in heat transfer coefficients. Waye and Bogard
(2006) investigated adiabatic film cooling effectiveness of axial holes
embedded within a transverse trench on the suction side of a turbine
vane. The narrow trench configuration provided the best adiabatic
effectiveness performance with increasing adiabatic effectiveness levels
with increasing blowing due to the trench suppressed coolant jet

(a) Side view section through blade surface

(b) Plan view of Console
viewed from blade surface

(c) Plan section along hole
centerline

Fig. 12 Basic console or converging slot geometry proposed by
Sargison et al. (2001a and 2001b).

Fig. 13 Film cooling over a blade surface comparing axial and
compound angled shaped holes by Gao et al. (2008 and 2009).
stream turbulence on film cooling performance of shaped holes. For
cylindrical holes, elevated free-stream turbulence intensity lowers
adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness at small to moderate blowing ratios.
Reductions up to 40% for local effectiveness and 25% for laterally
averaged effectiveness are found when the turbulence intensity is raised
from 3.6 to 11%. They found that the effect of increased turbulence level
is detrimental at all blowing ratios for the shaped holes as the lateral
spreading of coolant could not be improved by elevated free-stream
turbulence intensity. Bunker (2005) provided a review of shaped-hole
technology both in terms of cooling effectiveness as well as
manufacturing. Bunker quoted, “The current understanding of shaped
6
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(a)
(a)

(b)

(c)
(b)

(d)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(e)
Fig. 16 Crater geometries studied by Lu et al. (2007b).

(f)

(g)

Fig. 14 Trench geometries studied by Lu et al. (2007a).

Fig. 15

Overall heat flux ratio comparisons for different trench
geometries (Lu et al., 2007a).

separation. Lu et al. (2007a) presented an experimental investigation of
film cooling from cylindrical holes embedded in transverse trenches
where different trench depths were studied with two different trench
widths. Fig. 14 shows the various trench geometries studied. They
presented overall heat flux ratio comparisons for different trenches and
compared the performance of the trenched holes with a shaped hole
configuration. Fig. 15 shows the heat flux ratio comparison. Baseline and
cases 1-6 are as shown in Fig. 14. An optimum trench depth at 0.75 D
was identified as shallow and deep trenches showed worse performance.
This was confirmed by the flow distributions obtained from CFD
predictions. Shaped diffuser hole reduced the jet momentum at hole exit
and outperformed the trench cases.
Lu et al. (2007b) also presented results for cylindrical holes
embedded in craters. Different crater geometries were considered for a
typical crater depth which was identified by Lu et al. (2007a) as 0.75D.
Fig. 16 shows the different crater geometries investigated in this study.
The location of the hole inside the crater will have significant effect on
the downstream cooling behavior of these holes.
Hassison et al. (2007) studied film cooling adiabatic effectiveness
on the suction side of a simulated vane for various configurations of
coolant holes embedded in shallow transverse trenches or circular and
elliptical shaped depressions. A shaped hole configuration was also
tested. They compared the best trench configurations with a typical
shaped hole configuration and showed similar film effectiveness
performance over the range of blowing ratios. Hassison et al. (2007)

Fig. 17 Double Jet Concept presented by Kusterer et al. (2006).
presented both film cooling adiabatic effectiveness and heat transfer
coefficients for cylindrical holes embedded in a 1d transverse trench on
the suction side of a simulated turbine vane to determine the net heat flux
reduction. Rallabandi et al. (2011) reported effect of upstream and
downstream step on flat plate film cooling effectiveness on four separate
hole geometries: simple angled (axial angle 30-deg) and compound
angled (axial angle 30-deg, compound angle 45-deg) with cylindrical and
fan-shaped film cooling holes. Results indicated an increase in filmcooling effectiveness in the region near the hole due to the upstream step
for all the cases considered. This increase due to the step was found to be
most significant in the case of compound angled cylindrical holes and
least significant in the case of simple angled fan-shaped holes.
Kusterer et al. (2006) introduced the Double-jet Film-cooling
(DJFC) as an alternative film-cooling technology to conventional filmcooling design. They showed improvement of the film-cooling
effectiveness by application of the DJFC. They also showed basic
applicability of the DJFC to a realistic blade cooling configuration and
presented first test results under machine operating conditions. From
their results, the DJFC has been able to replace a row of shaped holes on
the suction side of the blade without negative effects on the suction side
thermal load level. Fig. 17 shows the concepts presented by Kusterer et
al. (2006).
7
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benefit to the engine cycle performance. Another design modification to
consider would be increasing the size of the side holes to be the same as
the main holes. This would simplify manufacturing and ease concerns
about drilling very small holes.
Dhungel et al. (2009) presented a detailed study on the effects of
geometry and orientations of anti-vortex holes branching out from the
primary holes on film cooling have been presented. For all the cases, both
heat transfer coefficients and film effectiveness were measured using a
transient infrared thermography technique. It appears that the presence
of anti vortex holes kills the kidney pair vortices and also reduces the
momentum of the main jet hence bettering the film coverage in both
downstream and lateral direction. When the anti vortex holes are nearer
to the primary film cooling holes and are developing from the base of the
primary holes, better film cooling was accomplished as compared to
other anti vortex hole orientations. Narzary et al. (2011) presented a new
anti-vortex design geometry where the two side holes, also of the same
diameter, branch out from the root at 15o angle based on Dhungel et al.
(2009). The pitch-to-diameter ratio was increased to 6.0 between the
main holes. Results indicated significant improvement in film
effectiveness with anti-vortex holes compared to cylindrical holes at all
the blowing ratios studied. At any given blowing ratio, the anti-vortex
hole design used 50% less coolant and provides at least 30-40% higher
cooling effectiveness. Fig. 18 shows all the anti-vortex hole designs
studied by Dhungel et al. (2009).
Chen et al. (2014) investigated the combined effects of hole
geometry, blowing ratio, density ratio and free-stream turbulence
intensity on flat plate film cooling using the steady state pressure
sensitive paint (PSP) technique. They studied four common film hole
geometries with forward injection and backward injection (by reversing
the injection direction from forward to backward to the mainstream):
simple angled cylindrical holes and fan-shaped holes, and compound
angled (β = 45°) cylindrical holes and fan-shaped holes. They found out
that the film cooling effectiveness with backward injection was greatly
reduced for shaped holes as compared with the forward injection.
However, significant improvements were observed in both simple angled
and compound angled cylindrical holes at higher blowing ratios and
density ratio (DR = 2).
Rezasoltani et al. (2015) conducted an experimental and numerical
study to understand the effect of four different blade tip ejection
configurations (hole arrangements) on the effectiveness. The holes were
installed on the blade tips of the first rotor row of a 3-stage research
turbine and hence the effect of rotation was also evaluated. The four hole
arrangements included (a) plane tip with tip hole cooling, (b) squealer tip
with tip hole cooling, (c) plane tip with pressure side edge compound
angle hole cooling and (d) squealer tip with pressure side edge compound
angle hole cooling. It was concluded that for all the configurations the
overall effectiveness was increasing with blowing ratio and found to
dramatically affect the flow behaviors at the tip region.

Heidmann and Ekkad (2008) introduced a novel turbine film
cooling hole shape that was conceived and designed at NASA Glenn
Research Center. The primary focus of this paper is to study the film
cooling performance for a row of cylindrical holes each supplemented
with two symmetrical anti vortex holes which branch out from the main

3.

EFFECT OF COOLANT DENSITY STUDY

Experimental Methods: Both Thermal Methods and Mass Transfer
Analogy Methods have been used for film cooling measurements.
Thermal methods involve creating a temperature differential between the
mainstream and the coolant in the laboratory in order to record the film
cooling effectiveness. Measurement surfaces (blades, vanes, flat plates
etc.) are typically made of a very low conductivity material to ensure that
the wall surface temperature is almost equal to the film temperature. The
surface temperatures are measured; knowing the mainstream and coolant
temperatures, film cooling effectiveness can be estimated.
Surface temperatures can be measured by placing thermocouples at
discrete locations; by using IR cameras, Thermochromic Liquid Crystals
or Temperature Sensitive Paint to map the temperature profile. Transient
thermal methods (such as the Transient Liquid Crystal Method) making
use of a semi-infinite solid assumption have to measure the film cooling
effectiveness and the heat transfer coefficient simultaneously have been

Fig. 18 Design of anti-vortex holes and different configurations by
Dhungel et al. (2009).
holes. This “anti-vortex” design is unique in that it requires only easily
machinable round holes, unlike shaped film cooling holes and other
advanced concepts. The hole design is intended to counteract the
detrimental vorticity associated with standard circular cross-section film
cooling holes. This vorticity typically entrains hot free-stream gas and is
associated with jet separation from the turbine blade surface. They
indicated that possible permutation would be to study the feasibility of
increasing the pitch to diameter ratio of the main holes. This would
reduce the total coolant flow rate for a given plenum pressure while
maintaining or improving cooling effectiveness. This would be of great
8
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Fig. 19 Effect of blowing ratio on laterally averaged film effectiveness
for different coolant density ratios Pedersen et al. (1977).
used. In order to generate reliable data using thermal methods, it is
imperative that the measurement surfaces be comprised of a material
with very low thermal conductivity. In regions proximate to holes, or in
regions of high film cooling effectiveness, where thermal gradient within
the measurement surface is significant, a dispersion of the effectiveness
data might occur and the data corrections might need.
Mass Transfer Analogy Methods: The mass transfer analogy has
been used in literature to avoid the conduction related issues by using a
gas-chromatography based mass transfer analogy (sampling foreign gas
at various discrete locations and estimating film cooling effectiveness);
using the reaction of a diazo-coated polyester film with ammonia and
water-vapor seeded coolant air to qualitatively and quantitatively arrive
at film cooling effectiveness; using the naphthalene sublimation mass
transfer analogy (with the coolant air saturated with naphthalene) to
arrive at adiabatic effectiveness; by using the pressure sensitive paint
(PSP) technique.
It is not easy to conduct heat transfer tests under real engine-like
coolant to mainstream temperature conditions. Many researchers have
employed the heat and mass transfer analogy method in order to simulate
engine-like coolant to mainstream temperature conditions. Therefore,
the detailed heat transfer coefficient as well as adiabatic film cooling
effectiveness distributions can be determined at simulated engine
coolant-to-mainstream density ratio conditions.
The underlying assumption governing the heat and mass transfer
analogy requires that the flow-field be highly turbulent, i.e., turbulent
Lewis number LeT~1. Turbulent Lewis number = (turbulent thermal
diffusivity + thermal diffusivity) / (turbulent mass diffusivity + mass
diffusivity). This assumption is usually valid over the surface of the gas
turbine vane/blade/end-wall due to the high Reynolds numbers involved
as well as various secondary mechanisms further inducing turbulence in
the flow-field (such as high turbulence, surface roughness, leakage
vortices, horse-shoe vortices, film cooling jets and periodic rotor/stator
wakes). However, measurements have shown that the flow proximate to
the leading edge portion of the blade is usually either laminar or
intermittent, even with film cooling. This invalidates the governing
assumption in the leading edge region, and more investigation is required
to quantify this effect as reported by Han and Rallabandi (2010).

Fig. 20 Effect of blowing ratio and density ratio on film effectiveness
(a) X/D = 6 (b) X/D = 10 (c) X/D = 22 (Sinha et al., 1991).
(to simulate engine DR conditions) usually involve using a foreign gas
with a higher density by Goldstein et al. (1974), and Pedersen et al.
(1977) (mass transfer analogy method). In general, increasing DR at a
given M results in a higher effectiveness, especially at higher blowing
ratios, since the momentum of a high density coolant is lower at a given
blowing ratio, there is a lower tendency to lift-off.
Pedersen et al. (1977) presented the effect of coolant-to-mainstream
density ratio on film-cooling effectiveness. They studied density ratios
varying from 0.75 to 4.17. Fig. 19 presents the effect of blowing ratio on
lateral averaged film-cooling effectiveness as a function of coolant
density for a single row of injection holes inclined 35° in the streamwise
direction. Density ratios below 1.0 show a decrease in effectiveness with
increasing blowing ratio. As density ratio increases, the peak
effectiveness value moves toward higher blowing ratio. Higher-density
coolant tends to stay closer to the surface compared to the lower-density
coolant at the same blowing ratio. The jet momentum is higher for a
lower-density coolant, and this may cause jets to lift off and produce
lower effectiveness. At very high-density ratios of 4.17, effectiveness
values are significantly higher and appear to increase even at high
blowing ratios up to 2.0.

3.2 Work in 1980s
Most experimental results for turbine blades were obtained on simulated
cascades under simulated engine flow conditions. Most of these studies
used the adiabatic wall effectiveness technique. However, a few studies
have also reported results with the superposition approach. Camci and
Arts (1985a and 1085b) made high-pressure rotor blade heat-transfer
measurements in a short-duration wind tunnel cascade facility. Blades
with leading-edge film-cooling array and suction-side film cooling were

3.1 Early Work (1970s)
The coolant to mainstream density ratio (DR) in modern gas-turbine
engines is typically around 2.0, due to the coolant temperature
significantly lower than hot mainstream. Scaled down laboratory tests
9
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(a) DR=1.0, BRPS=1.4 BRSS=1.1

Fig. 21 Details of the test film-cooled blade with shaped cooling holes
on the pressure and suction surfaces studied by studied by Liu
et al. (2012).
tested. The coolant-to-mainstream temperature ratio Tc/Tg, was varied
from 0.4 to 0.7. Coolant-to-mainstream mass flow ratio was also varied.
Results showed that heat load reduction values increase with decreasing
Tc/Tg, which is as expected. When cooler flow is injected, the blade
receives more protection downstream of injection. In that case, lower
heat-transfer levels are expected. Hylton et al. (1988) and Nirmalan and
Hylton (1990) studied the effects of parameters such as Mach number,
Reynolds number, coolant-to-gas temperature ratio, and coolant-to-gas
pressure ratio on the C3X vane film cooling. The leading edge has a
showerhead array of five equally spaced rows. Two rows each on the
pressure and suction surfaces are located downstream. In general, results
showed the Stanton number reduction values increase with decreasing
Tc/Tg values from 0.85 to 0.65.

(b) DR=1.5, BRPS=1.4 BRSS=1.1

3.3 Work in 1990s
The effect of blowing ratio and density ratio on film effectiveness is
clearly evident reported by Sinha et al. (1991) using chilling the coolant
to very low temperatures (thermal method). For a constant-density ratio,
the film effectiveness value increases with increasing blowing ratio and
peaks and starts to drop off at very high blowing ratios. The blowing ratio
at which peak effectiveness occurs is sometimes referred to as the
optimum blowing ratio. It is typically in the range of 0.5 to 0.8.
From Fig. 20, it is evident that the effectiveness values for different
coolant density ratios collapse into a single curve at low M values.
However, the curves move away at higher blowing ratios with higherdensity coolant providing higher effectiveness. This may be because
higher-density coolant stays closer to the surface due to less mixing and
lower momentum. It is important to note that there is no consistent trend
in the way the film effectiveness values react to increasing blowing ratio
for different coolant densities. Salcudean et al. (1994) studied the effects
of coolant density on a symmetrical airfoil model in a cross-flow. They
used the heat/mass transfer analogy to measure adiabatic wall
effectiveness. They studied both single-row and two-row injection on the
leading edge. The hole rows are located at ±15° and ±44° from stagnation.
They used air and CO2 as injectant to simulate different density ratios with
respect to the mainstream. Ekkad et al. (1997) studied film cooling
effectiveness over a flat surface with air and CO2 injection through

(c) DR=2.5, BRPS=1.7 BRSS=1.1
Fig. 22 Adiabatic effectiveness distribution on turbine blade pressure
and suction surface with compound angled cylindrical cooling
holes at three different density ratio (at M=1.5, Tu=10.5%) by
Narzary et al. (2012).
compound angle holes using a transient liquid crystal image method.
Ekkad et al. (1998) presented the effect of coolant density and free-stream
turbulence on a cylindrical leading-edge model with one row of film-cooling
holes on both sides of stagnation location. They used a transient liquid
crystal technique to obtain detailed heat-transfer coefficient and film
effectiveness distributions. To obtain a higher coolant-to-mainstream density
ratio of 1.5, CO2 was used as coolant, using regular compressed air for a
density ratio of 1.0 simulated lower-density coolant. They found the
effectiveness values for air as coolant are highest at a low blowing ratio of 0.4
10
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angled cylindrical holes and concluded that higher density coolants are
more resilient to lift-off and result in higher film cooling effectiveness
(as shown in Fig. 23). Results also indicate that shaped holes offer
significantly better coverage than cylindrical holes, but the density effect
is not as significant as that with the cylindrical holes as mentioned (not
shown here). The reason is same as indicated in the previous blade film
cooling study. The effect of hub secondary flows (horseshoe vortices
etc.) on film cooling is evident from the film cooling effectiveness
contours.

4.

A review of advanced hole exit geometry and coolant density effect on
film cooling has been provided with an intent to show the development
of analysis and design of complex hole exit shapes and the influence of
coolant density on performance. Currently, the shaped hole envisioned in
the first paper (Goldstein et al., 1974) is an industry standard. The
benefits of complex hole exits to provide better cooling effectiveness and
overall heat flux reduction has been clearly shown over the past 4
decades. However, the basic challenge has been that these conceptual
hole designs need to be manufactured economically without
compromising mechanical integrity of the hot gas path components. As
researchers and designers develop these geometries and show significant
improvements, manufacturing techniques will be developed to make
these holes on actual geometries just as was envisioned in the research
papers. Similarly, studying the coolant density effect on film cooling has
led the way for many researchers to fully investigate its effect on turbine
blade with shaped-hole film cooling under realistic engine-like coolantto-mainstream density ratio conditions.

(a) DR = 1.0

(b) DR = 1.5

CONCLUSIONS

(c) DR = 2.0

Fig. 23 Density ratio effect on adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness on
the platform with compound angled cylindrical cooling holes
(at M=1.5, Tu=10.5%, MFR=0.5%) by Liu et al. (2013).
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and decrease with increase in blowing ratio. However, for CO2, the highest
film effectiveness is obtained at a blowing ratio of 0.8. The spanwise
variations indicate jet-like streaks of high film effectiveness along the
bottom of the film hole.

3.4 2000-2015
Ethridge et al. (2001) studied the effect of coolant-to-mainstream density
ratio on a vane with high curvature. Dittmar et al. (2002) studied different
film cooling hole configurations on the suction (convex) surface and
concluded that shaped holes provide better coverage at higher blowing
ratios by resisting jet penetration into the mainstream. The effect of
coolant to mainstream density ratio and an unsteady wake was studied by
Rallabandi et al. (2012) and Narzary et al. (2012) or Liu et al. (2012)
using the pressure sensitive paint measurement method. Foreign gases
with variable density (Nitrogen for DR = 1.0, CO2 for DR = 1.5 and a
mixture of Ar + SF6 for DR = 2.5) were used to simulate realistic engine
density ratios. Due to the concave geometry of the pressure side, at higher
blowing ratios, results show a reattachment of the lifted off jet;
deterioration in film cooling effectiveness due to the average effect of the
unsteady wake (Rallabandi et al., 2012). Fig. 22 shows the test filmcooled blade with compound angled cylindrical holes on the pressure and
suction surfaces reported by Narzary et al. (2012). Results show a longer
coolant trace on the suction side compared with the pressure side; an
increase in effectiveness at higher density ratios for a given blowing ratio
(as seen from Fig. 22). However, Liu et al. (2012) reported that the
density ratio effect on turbine blade film cooling with compound angled
shaped-hole (see Fig. 21) is not as significant as that with compound
angled cylindrical hole reported by Narzary et al. (2012). This is because
the shaped-hole has already provided higher film cooling so that the
density effect is reduced. The effect of coolant density ratio on end-wall
film cooling effectiveness was studied by Liu et al. (2013) and
Rezasoltani et al. (2013) using the pressure sensitive paint measurement
method. Liu et al. (2013) studied platform film cooling with compound

blowing ratio
blade chord length
cylindrical hole
coolant-to-mainstream density ratio
hole diameter
convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K)
momentum flux ratio (=BR2/DR)
hole length
hole pitch
heat flux
gas constant
temperature, K
turbulence intensity
velocity, m/s
axial distance from hole leading edge

Greek Symbols
ρ
fluid density
η
adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness
Subscripts
c
coolant
f
film
g
mainstream air
w
wall
0
no film case
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